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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a novel guided search strategy Extremal Optimization (EO) with
constrained structure for protein folding. In the proposed algorithm, evaluating the fitness
of eachmonomer in an amino-acid sequence is introduced to guide the improvement of the
conformation. In addition, a constrained structure is proposed to reduce the complexity
of algorithm. We demonstrate that EO can be applied successfully to the protein folding
problem. The results show that the algorithm can find the best solutions so far for the listed
benchmarks. Within the achieved results, the search converged rapidly and efficiently.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The prediction of the native structure of a protein from its amino-acid sequence is one of the most attractive problems in
computational biology. Proteins are polymer chains of amino acid residues of twenty different kinds. They are essential to
the structures and functions of all living cells and perform functions including acting as a catalyst for biomedical reactions, as
structures of cells and receptors for hormones. Furthermore, the biological functions and properties of proteins are crucially
determined by their structures, so understanding how to predict protein structure from sequence information is of immense
significance. Famous folding experiments [1] by Anfinsen et al. showed that a protein in its natural environment folds into,
i.e. vibrates around, a unique three dimensional structure, the native conformation. At present, experimental determination
of native conformation by techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray crystallography is expensive
and time consuming, so much work has been done to predict the native conformation computationally [2–5].
The difficulties in predicting the native conformation of a protein molecule from the amino acid sequence mainly stem
from two sources: (1) finding proper measurements for the quality of candidate structures (e.g., energy models), (2) upon
such measurements, determining optimal or close-to-optimal structures for a given amino-acid sequence. While the first
issue is usually addressed by biochemists who study and model the protein folding processes, the second attracts many
experts who working on computational problems in local and global optimization. In this paper, we address to the latter
which can be investigated on a particular simplified model: the 2-dimensional hydrophobic-polar (2D HP) model.
Recently, for 2D HP models, many heuristic algorithms have been explored to find the minimum energy configuration
for small protein. Since Genetic Algorithm (GA) proposed by Unger opens a door for applying evolutionary computation in
Protein folding [2], the subsequent variation comes with the other stochastic search approaches, such as varieties of Monte
Carlo(MC) [6], EvolutionaryMC(EMC) [5], SimulatedAnnealing (SA), Tabu SearchwithGA(GTB) [3] and a guidedGA(GGA) [7].
Meanwhile, statistical approaches such as Contact Interaction (CI), ChainGrowth (CG), pruned-enriched-Rosenbluthmethod
(PERM) and its variations nPERMis [8] have also been applied to 2D HP models.
In this paper, Extremal Optimization with constrained structure is proposed for the protein folding problem. Extremal
Optimization (EO) is a general purpose local search heuristic method based on recent progress in understanding far-from-
equilibrium phenomena in terms of Self-Organized Criticality (SOC), a concept introduced to describe emergent complexity
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Fig. 1. A sample of the native conformation for a protein in the 2D HPmodel, showing a sequence of amino acids connected by solid line. ‘’: Hydrophobic
‘’: Hydrophilic.
in many physical systems [9,10]. There are two crucial pivots in EO: the definition of fitness for every monomer in the
sequence and the strategy for neighborhood search. The former leads to the improvement of current conformation, while
the latter, a variation of PERM, determines the convergent speed of the whole algorithm. In addition, a constrained structure
is used to reduce the complexity and runtime of the algorithm, motivated by the assumption that the main driving force of
the formation of the tertiary structure is the hydrophobic interaction.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2, the 2D HP model and the energy function are introduced. In
Section 3, we give a detailed description of EOwith constrained structure for protein folding problem. In Section 4, we define
the fitness for every monomer in the sequence. In Section 5, we introduce the neighbourhood search inspired by advanced
PERM. Section 6 is the experimental results and comparisons between the proposed approach and other state-of-the-art
algorithms. Finally, a short discussion and conclusion are given in Section 7.
2. The 2D HP model
The HP model proposed first by Dill in 1985 [11] is a free energy model based on the belief that interactions between
hydrophobic amino acids give amajor contribution to the free energy of the natural conformation of a protein. In thismodel,
the amino acid sequence of a protein is abstracted as a binary sequence comprising hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino
acids. Even though some amino acids cannot be classified clearly as being either hydrophobic or hydrophilic, the model
disregards this fact to achieve simplicity. The model is usually referred to as the HP model where H stands for hydrophobic
and P stands for polar(hydrophilic).
In the 2D HP model, the sequence is folded on a 2-dimensional square lattice. Here we will use s to denote a protein
sequence with length N . That is, s = s1s2 . . . sN is represented by a string in a binary alphabet: si ∈ {H, P}, i = 1, . . . ,N ,
where si is H if the ith amino acid in the sequence is hydrophobic and P if it is hydrophilic. Then a folding of a protein in this
model can be regarded as an embedding of s in the square lattice such that adjacent characters in s occupy adjacent grid
points in the lattice, and no grid point is occupied by more than one character. Two amino acids are namely topological
adjacent if they are neighbors in the lattice. Then a topological H–H bond is formed between two topological adjacent
hydrophobic amino-acidswhich are not neighbors in sequence. The free energy of a conformation depends on the number of
suchH–Hbonds. In otherwords, if a conformation denoted as c has exactly n suchH–Hbonds, its free energy E(c) = n·(−1).
Fig. 1 shows a conformation in the 2D HP model with energy -9.
Then the 2DHPprotein folding problem can be formally defined as follows: Given an amino-acid sequence s = s1s2 . . . sN ,
find an energy-minimizing conformation of s, i.e., find c∗ ∈ C such that E(c∗) = min{E(c)|c ∈ C}, where C is a set of all
possible conformations of sequence s. It has been proven that this problem and its several variations are NP-complete [12].
3. Extremal Optimization with constrained structure for 2D HP model
Extremal Optimization, proposed by Boettcher and Percus [9], is inspired by a simplified model of natural selection. It
is developed to show the emergence of Self-Organized Criticality (SOC), a concept introduced to describe the tendency of
large driven dissipate systems to self-organize to a peculiar stationary state. Benefited from its generality and ability to
explore complicated configuration spaces efficiently, EO and its variations have beenwidely applied inmany combinational
optimization problems such as graph bi-partitioning problem [9], graph coloring [13] and Satisfiability Problem [14] etc.
The same as GA, EO is based on the principles of natural selection, but it does not use the GA’s framework of population
reproduction. For example, rather than by expressly breeding those species best adapted to their environment, evolution
in EO is driven by successively eliminating extremely undesirable components of sub-optimal solutions, and generating
their replacements stochastically. The dynamics of this extremal process shows characteristics of SOC, such as punctuated
equilibrium, that is also observed in natural ecosystems.
To avoid a search based only on the forced mutation of the weakest species and get out of local optima, the basic EO
algorithm has been modified by introducing an adjustable parameter. This variation of EO algorithm is called τ -EO and
shows superior performance over the EO even in the cases where the later works well.
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In the 2D HP model, to find optimal or near-optimal conformations τ -EO performs a search on every conformation c at
each step. The conformation c has a global fitness f (c) and each monomer in it has a local fitness fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which
will be described in detail later in a separated section. Based on local fitness, the monomer forced to mutate is identified
with probability Pk ∝ k−τ , where k is the rank of the variable, and τ is set 2 by experience. The rank varies from 1, for the
variable with the worst fitness, to N , for the variable with the best fitness. Hence, while privileging the variable with least
rank to mutate, the algorithm makes all variables accessible to mutate. According to the mutated monomer, we generate a
neighborhood N(c) from which a substitution is chosen. As a consequence, this monomer and its related residues change
their fitness and a new ranking will have to be established. Then, the update process starts over with selecting a new rank
k, and so on until some termination condition is reached. Thus, τ -EO proceeds as follows:
(1) Create a feasible conformation c with constrained structure; set cbest = c ,fbest = f .
(2) For the current conformation c
(a) Evaluate fitness for each monomer (residue) in the conformation,
(b) Rank the monomers according their fitness. Denote a permutation of the labels iwith: fΠ(1) ≥ fΠ(2) ≥ · · · ≥ fΠ(n),
(c) According to a probability distribution Pk over the ranks k, choose the monomer which will be forced to mutate and
denote it as j,
(d) Due to the chosen monomer, generate a neighborhood N(c). Choose c ′ ∈ N(c)according to the roulette,
(e) Accept c = c ′ unconditionally,
(f) If f (c ′) < fbest then set cbest = c ′, fbest = f (c ′).
(3) Repeat at step (2) to meet requirements.
(4) Return cbest and fbest.
For convenience, we referred to EO instead of τ -EO in the remaining part. There are two crucial steps in EO: the definition
of fitness and neighborhood for eachmonomer in a conformation. The fitness of amonomerwhich leads to the improvement
of current conformationhas close relation to the fitness of conformation. That is if the state of amonomer in the conformation
is changed, then states of its related monomers are also changed and most of them will become better. On the other hand,
the neighborhood search inspired by PERM [8] determines the efficiency of the whole algorithm.
4. Definition of fitness for a monomer
For protein folding, we have a basic property and two assumptions as follows:
• The natural conformation of a protein is compact;
• A major contribution to the free energy of the natural conformation of a protein is due to interactions between
hydrophobic amino acids;
• The Hs form the protein core, freeing energy. And the Ps, having affinity with the solvent are tend to remain in the outer
surface [7].
According to the above descriptions, we divide the fitness fi of monomer i into three parts: the fitness related to
compactness f iC , to bonds f
i
B, and to positions f
i
P .
4.1. Computation of f iC
f iC is closely related to the compactness of a conformation. So we need to evaluate the number of neighbors of monomer
i according to its coordinate in the lattice. Then f iC can be computed by:
f iC =
N(i)∑
i=1
freeij (1)
where, N(i) is the number of neighbors of monomer i, freeij is a Boolean variable flagging the existence of the jth neighbors
of monomer i.
4.2. Computation of f iB
Based on the monomer’s polarity, f iB is computed in two different ways:
4.2.1. If monomer i is H
f iB is computed by counting the number of topological H–H bonds:
f iB = −
∑
j∈JH
flagij (2)
where JH denotes a set of monomers whose Euclidean distance frommonomer i is 1. flagij is a flag for topological H–H bond
between monomer i and j.
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In the 2D HP Model, if H is not the first or the last monomer, it has a maximum of two topological H–H bonds, so we set
−2 to the initial value of f iB for polar monomer.
4.2.2. If monomer i is P
f iB is evaluated from the structure because polar monomer has no contribution to the whole fitness.
f iB = −2+ flagihor + flagiver. (3)
Similarly, every P has a maximum of four possible H-P bonds. Denote flagihor as:
flagihor =
{
1 if there are two H-P bonds in a horizontal line
0 others
flagiver is defined in the same way.
4.3. Computation of f iP
Especially formonomerH(P)whose adjacentmonomer is P(H), we add an estimation f iP according to the relative locations
of H(P) and its adjacent P(H).
f iP =
∑
j=i±1
posij. (4)
Compute the coordinate center o(xo, yo) of current conformation first, then posij in Eq. (4) is determined by:
posij
{1 if si = H , sj = P and dis(si, o) > dis(sj, o)
1 if si = P , sj = H and dis(si, o) < dis(sj, o)
0 others.
5. Advanced PERM algorithm for neighborhood search
When the bad-fitness monomer n is chosen, we refold the protein from this monomer forward or backward by an
advanced growth algorithm: a variety of pruned-enriched-Rosenbluth method (PERM) [8]. PERM is built on the old idea
of the Rosenbluth–Rosenbluth (RR) method and enrichment to use a biased growth algorithm for monomers. The bias is
revised by giving a weight to each sample configuration. When monomers are added in the lattice sequentially, this weight
will fluctuate. The configurations with too low weight are pruned, while those with high weight are enriched with copies.
These copies are made in the growth of the chain, and keep on growing independently of each other.
In detail, pruning is done stochastically in this way: If the predicted weight W predn of a conformation has decreased
below a threshold W<n , it is eliminated with probability 1/2, while it is kept and its weight is doubled in the other half
of cases. On the other hand, enrichment is done independently of this: IfW predn increases above another thresholdW>n , the
conformation is replaced by k copies, each with weightW jn. Technically, this is done by putting onto a stack all information
about conformations which still has to be copied. This is most easily implemented by recursive function calls [15]. Note that
W<n andW
>
n can be changed arbitrarily at any time without impeding the correctness of the algorithm, but the efficiency
will depend on them. In addition, some related parameters and applied strategies are proposed as follows.
(1) Denote kfree as the number of free sites where the nth monomer can be placed. Note that to reduce the iterant
conformation we prune the branch which has been in existence. So when computing kfree of configurations with length
n, we ignore the site of n in the original conformation. IfW predn ≤ W>n and kfree > 1, we choose k = min{kfree, dW
pred
n
W>n
e}
sites among the free ones and continue with k configurations which are forced to be different. Thus we avoid the loss of
diversity which may limite the success of old PERM [8].
(2) The nth monomer is placed at its potential site awith probability pan:
pan =
(kafree + 12 )e−
∆Ea
T∑
a∈A
(kafree + 12 )e−
∆Ea
T
where, kafree is the number of free siteswhen trying to put the nthmonomer at site a, and A is a set of free sites. The relative
thermal weight of a particular protein chain conformation of length n is then determined byWn = Wn−1 exp(−∆Ea/T ),
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Fig. 2. Possible native structures of three subsequences: (a) HPPH (b) (HPPH)3 (c) HPPHPPH.
Table 1
Performance for the 2D HP benchmark sequence.
Length of sequence Putative ground energy EO with constrained structure EMC GA ACO nPERMis
20 −9 −9 −9 −9 −9 −9
24 −9 −9 −9 −9 −9 −9
25 −8 −8 −8 −8 −8 −8
36 −14 −14 −14 −14 −14 −14
48 −23 −23 −23 −22 −23 −23
50 −21 −21 −21 −21 −21 −21
60 −36 −36 −35 −34 −34 −36
64 −42 −42 −39 −37 −32 −42
85 −53 −53 −52 N/A N/A −53
withW1 = 1. ∆Ea is the energy gain from adding monomer n at site a. Chain growth is stopped when the final size is
reached and restarted from n = 1. Rather than weight in original PERM, here we use a predicted weightW predn :
W predn = Wn−1 exp
−
∑
a∈A
∆Ea
kfreeT
 . (5)
(3) The thresholdsW>n andW
<
n are computed as:
W>n = C
(
Sn
Cn
)(
Cn
control
)2
(6)
W<n = 0.2W>n . (7)
In Eq. (6), C is a positive number. The second factor Sn/Cn is the average of weights of current configurations with length
i. The third factor (Cn/control)2 is used mainly to control the calculation. Cn is the total number of configurations of
length n already created during the run, Sn is the partition sum estimated from these configurations. The number of
conformations increases with control.
(4) We find the frequency of fragment ‘‘HPPH’’ appeared in the sequence is relatively high. Meanwhile, the main driving
force of the formation of the tertiary structure is the hydrophobic interaction, that is the hydrophobic amino acids in a
protein sequence tend to be pushed together to form a hydrophobic core with the hydrophilic amino acids facing the
outside interacting with water. Hence, the most possible structure of ‘‘HPPH’’ is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). When several
‘‘HPPH’’ are linked together, the most possible structure is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Especially, for fragment such as
‘‘HPPHPPH’’ we have a possible structure in Fig. 2(c). When these three kinds of fragments are met in sequence, we
try to constrain their structures. That is, we can regard these fragments as a monomer during the process of protein
folding. Then the number of amino acids whose folding directions need to be confirmed is reduced, so the computation
time will be reduced.
6. Simulation and comparisons
With the EO algorithm described above, we tested the benchmark sequences presented in Ref. [11]. For sequences with
length less than 50, with EO we can get their putative ground energy in 100 updates. For S64 applying EO with constrained
structure, we also reach this achievement. As shown in Fig. 3, we demonstrate the energy of every conformation in each
step for S85. It is proved that Extremal Optimization’s capability appears to derive from its ability to access the local optima
directly.
In Table 1, our method is compared to four other commonly used protein folding algorithms, namely, the genetic
algorithm, EMC, ACO and nPERMis [8](one of the variations of PERM).
In our algorithm, we use an adjustable parameter ‘‘control’’ in the advanced PERM. If we search conformations only with
the advanced PERM, ‘‘control’’ in Eq. (6) is set 10000 or more for not pruning too much branches; If we use the advanced
PERM as neighborhood search, the initial value of ‘‘control’’ is set 10, and increase by one with the iteration. It is mentioned
that compared to other algorithms, the distinct advantage of our method is that the number of amino acids to be confirmed
in folding direction is reduced when ‘‘HPPH’’ appear in the sequence. As a result, the number of conformations is reduced;
hence the effective of the algorithm is improved. This is especially effective for S64 on which the growth algorithm usually
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the energy (the whole fitness) f during a typical run of EO.
Table 2
Runtime and the best solution.
Sequence Advanced PERM EO EO with constrained structure
64 −40 (1 h) −40 (10 h) −42 (2026.3 s)
85 −52 (1 h) −52 (10 h) −53 (6338.9 s)
(a) 64-residual chain. (b) 85-residual chain.
Fig. 4. The conformations with putative ground energy found by EO with constrained structure.
spend a long time because the energy began to be reduced rapidly near the tail while branches with lower weight have been
pruned at the beginning. We list the time and the best solution for computing S64 and S85 by advanced PERM, EO and EO
with constrained structure in Table 2. We find that when the constrained structure is used, the runtime is greatly reduced.
For S64, applying advanced PERM we only get its conformations with energy −40 in an hour. With EO we still didn’t get
conformations with putative ground energy even in ten hours. But folding by EO with constrained structure we get the
conformation with energy −42 in 2026.3 s as shown in Fig. 4(a). Similarly, for S85 with advanced PERM, we can only get
the conformation with energy−52. We also try to find a better one by EO in ten hours, but draw a blank. When constrained
residues 72–83, we get the conformations with energy−53 as shown in Fig. 4(b).
7. Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel local search strategy incorporating EO and advanced PERM for protein folding. The two
sticking points of EO are how to evaluate the fitness of everymonomer in the sequence and how to define their neighbors. In
this paper, evaluating the fitness of everymonomer is first proposed in order to guide the improvement of the conformation.
In addition, a stable structure is proposed to reduce the complexity of algorithm. Within the achieved results, for most of
the cases the search converged rapidly. In our research the next step we take will be to extend the algorithm to a 3D HP
model.
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